HARRISON M.S. BILINGUAL PROGRAM PLACEMENT

Is the student PHLOTÉ (Primary Home Language Other Than English)?

Has the parent or student requested placement in the bilingual program?

Place in all English classes

Contact Ms. Sanchez-Miranda to determine bilingual history & administer site placement test.

Does student require ESL? (ACCESS or Wapt score of 4.9 or below)
If no test score, report name and ID # to Bilingual Coordinator for WAPT placement test.

Check student’s Spanish Proficiency level in AIMS.
If FSP AND student has a history of bilingual education place in:

Courses offered by grade:
6th: Dual Math/Dual Science
Dual Math/Dual SS
7th: Dual Math/Dual Science
8th: Dual Science/Dual SS
& Spanish LA I (6th)
Spanish LAII (7th)
Spanish LAIII (8th)
*Span. LA is required for DL

Place student in appropriate ESL class 6th, 7th, or 8th & by English level.
*See course schedule*
Levels: Beginning, Intermediate, or Advanced.

Then

Check Spanish Proficiency Level

IF...

Student is FSP and NO history of bilingual education, place in English Language Arts & Refer name to Ms. Sanchez-Miranda to determine proper placement.
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